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Sods a 

HE present edition of the Sacred Books of the Old Testament in Hebrew 
* Baas the reconstructed text on the basis of which the new translation 
of the Bible has been prepared by the learned contributors mentioned on the 
other page of the cover. It is, therefore, the exact counterpart of the English 
edition. Wherever the translation is based on a departure from the Received 5 
Text, the deviation appears here in the Hebrew text. Transpositions in the 
translation are also found here in the original. 

Departures from the Received Text are indicated by diacritical signs: 
<> (z. e. V = Versions) designates a reading adopted on the authority of the 

Ancient Versions; « (2. e. c = conjecture), conjectural emendations; and =: (z. e. 10 

3 = 1)p3), changes involving merely a departure from the Masoretic points, or 

a different division of the consonantal text (e. g. mip. aya, Eccl. 10,1). A pdb | 
indicates transposition of the Masoretic pidD 40; »« is used in cases where the 
“ip has been adopted instead of the 3.3, and "" for changes introduced on the 
strength of parallel passages; +* enclose doublets of adjacent words which are 15 
presumably from a different source, although we have no clue as to which docu- 

ment either should be referred. Doubtful words or passages are marked with 
notes of interrogation (::). Occasionally two diacritical marks are combined, 
é. g. **, Zz, e, deviations from the Received Text suggested by the Versions as 

well as by parallel passages; or *, z. e. departures from the Masoretic points 20 
supported by the Versions, &c. — [] calls attention to transposed passages, e. ¢. 
17,11, the traditional position of the words in the Received Text being marked 

by {] while the transposed words are enclosed in[ ]. In cases where two or 
three consecutive words are transposed the traditional sequence is indicated 
by 123 &c. respectively prefixed to the individual words (¢. ¢. 8 Sam., 4,13). 

Hopelessly corrupt passages are indicated by + ++++, while asterisks * * * * point 

to /acun@ in the original. The text has been left unpointed except in ambiguous 
cases. The responsibility for the vocalization rests with the General Editor. 

The Ancient Versions are referred to in the /Vofes under the following 

abbreviations: #1 = Masoretic Text; 6 = LXX; @ = Targum; $= Peshita; 30 

£= Vetus Latina; 3 (ze. St. Jerome) = Vulgate; A = Aquila; © = Theodotion; 
2 =Symmachos. ww. denotes the Samaritan recension of the Pentateuch. 64 

means Codex Alexandrinus (A), 6% = Lucianic recension (A), 6M = Ambrosianus 
(F; — M = Mediolanensis), 65 = Sinaiticus (&), 6V = Vaticanus (B); €9 is the 
Targum of Onkelos, €’= Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan; AV. = Authorized Version, 35 

RV. = Revised Version, RVM = Revised Version Margin, OT. = Old Testament. 
It has not been deemed necessary to classify all the divergences exhibited 

by the Ancient Versions. As a rule, only those variations have been recorded 

on the authority of which an emendation has been adopted by the editor of 
the text. 4o 

The heavy-faced figures in the left margin of the Wo/es (1, 2, 3, &c.) refer 

to the chapters, the numbers in () to the verses of the Hebrew text. The mark , 
means omit(s) or omitted by. 
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(20) 
(21) 
(26) 

(30) 
(32) 
(34) 

(5) 

(6.7) 

(12) 

(17) 
(22) 
(25) 
(28) 

(32) 

ZY) SE Foshua s2<hBi— 22,20-—24,32 

6 has for n>%93, Tadyada in to, and Fadaad in 11, for dw it read dyna (emi tw 
dpiwv) and translates “ap 5s: év tH Tépav. 
6 . 8 before yr3. 

5x, with 6 and some Heb. MSS; Al nx. 

339 83 Mwy3, the construction is broken, probably because what they originally 

proposed to build did not suit the turn given to the story by the author, who 
substituted mi329 without regard to the construction. 

‘wei, AL we, the sense requires the omission of }. 6 reads simply 'w* noy. 
ays j2: , G as in 30. 
9.39335 9°33, 6 Inoouc. 

sy93_, Al leaving an obvious gap in the text. 6 supplies «ai eimev before 671 
(3). S and some Heb. MSS read 1y. It is most natural to read sty53 with 

DILLM. The original story probably connected with an etymology of Gilead, and 

the name was omitted by Redactor or scribe as inconsistent either with Io, or 

with the etymology of Gilead in Gen. 31, 47f. 

M wow xian yan om, G do tic Oakdoons .... dptei, o£ Deut. 11,24. 
6G . (a); 16% cannot be the protasis both of 15 and 16>. If 15 is a complete 

sentence in itself, 15° is bald and abrupt. 

mosw: G Xndw here and 25, to harmonize with 18,1.22. 

6 inserts after 4: kai €yévovto exel e€ig EBvocg ueya Kai TOAU Kai KpaTaidv’ Kai 

exdkwoav avtovs ot AiyUmTio1, from Deut. 26,5.6, and omits msi mw ms mows) 

ys at the beginning of 5. Brief as this review of the history is, the absence 

of any reference whatever to the sufferings of Israel in Egypt is a little remark- 

able. HOLLENBERG accordingly is inclined to accept the addition of 6, and to 

ascribe its omission to homceoteleuton with os in 5. Neither DILLM. nor 

KAUTZSCH accept it. The connection with D implies some mutual dependence, 

and D can scarcely be based on this passage. 
9 msxdb33, with Ex. 3,20 and GA év onueloic otc etoinoa év adtoic. Al WED 

(Cn*wy), as KAUTZSCH says, gzebt keinen Sinn. 
The R clauses are due to a Redactor, who reflected that the men addressed by 

Joshua had not themselves come out of Egypt, and corrected the text ac- 

cordingly. 
wy maw, with 6; Al‘sw. #1 evidently has in mind the familiar formula with 

regard to Sihon and Og; but the Jordan has been crossed in 11, and there 

were certainly more than two conquered kings on the West. 

G , MONT. . 1... TAY Map. 
6 , (), which is unnecessary and breaks the connection. 

paws, 6 év Indy, as in I. 

6 places 31 after 28 as in Jud. 2,6.7, which arrangement is clearly wrong here, 

as the death of Joshua after these things is recorded in 29. 6 also adds after 

30 the section about the stone knives, already given by 6 after 21, 4o. 

Rod wm, 4 mdmad Apr sano yn. 32> GV, but Gv4btms) and GA read xai 
édwKev avtrv Iwon@ ev pepidi (see SWETE z. 2). Hl is unintelligible unless it 

refers to the bones, and this view is improbable. 7% looks like a mechanical 

adaptation to nw wp AXP just before it. 
6 adds at the end of the book a section describing the itinerancy of the Ark, 
the death and burial of Phinehas, the apostasy of Israel to heathen gods and 

their subjection to Eglon, king of Moab. This is partly original and partly based 

on Jud. 3,14. 

BAA 
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20 (B.¥) 

(10.11) 

20,B—22,11 —cHSGS8+ Foshua s2xbeBie- 31 

6, so WELLH. KUEN. HOLLENBERG, KAUTZSCH and CORNILL. DILLM. na- 

turally wishes to retain them; and supposes that they have been omitted by 6 

as superfluous; but it is curious that 6 should have chosen to omit just the D 

portions of the chapter. They were more probably inserted by a late Redactor 

to complete the treatment of the subject by adding the provisions of Deut. 19; 5 

cf. Deut. 19,5.6; 4,42. 

wep, G cai diéotewre, which in Num. 35,11 translates pn. HOLLENBERG, 

therefore, proposes Ip" appointed. 

6 , (8) which is quite out of place. 

6 7. 10 

mops onmawnd (47s), with v. 7; Al mw» nmbwnp, an improbable phrase, without 

parallel, due to omission of two of the consecutive mems; 6S , in both 

verses. 
6) ywy, with 1 Chr. 6,44; Josh. 15,42; 19,7, and 6 Aoa; Al yy. 15 

G . asap, for which 1 Chr. 6,53 has pysp». 

py", with 17,11 and 1 Chr. 6,55 (oyda), and G leBaba. Al yw1 n3, taken by 

mistake from 24. HOLLENBERG mentions that many 6 MSS have Bacay, 

or Batoav, and is inclined to accept this reading; which, however, as DILLM. 

points out is taken over from 17,11. ie 20) 

m9, with 1 Chr. 6,62 (1399); Gf 19,13. © ,; SH M304. 

‘3 JD TA), so substantially most Heb. MSS and editions, and the Versions, 

with 1 Chr. 6,63.64. 1 Chr. 6 omits or varies the »>pp vy clause throughout. 

Some Heb. MSS omit ms nyin pops Vy before 133, and 13703 after 3. 6 has 

not only these words, but also prefixes kai Tépav Tod “lopddvou tod Kata leperxwy 25 

from Chr. The omission was made in a Rabbinical Bible of 1528 on the author- 

ity of QAMHI and the Masora Magna (DILLM.). 

After 40 6 repeats 19,49.50, and appends to this a statement that Joshua 

buried the stone knives used in the circumcision of c. 5, at Timnath-serah. 

mvs myp, some Heb. MSS have mAwspn baw as in 7. : 

6 xai Hvika eEatéoteivev..... Kat evrAdyNOEV avTOUS Kai Ev Xpryuaoiw TrOANOIC 

am\@ooav .... kal dieiAavto ....; AL Toxd om os INN HOD... Ow °D DI? 
‘pon yaw oan op233. This paragraph was originally a note to 1-6, before 9-34 

was added. After the addition, the alterations to #l were made to avoid the 35 

double statement that ‘hey returned in 8 and 9. With the same object in view, 

6G , sw at the beginning of v. 9. 

5 pasa "wx, on the one hand, (é7 ¢he land of Canaan) and, '2 yrs 519 ON (opfpo- 

site, or in front of the land of C.), "33 13y 98 (over against the Ch. of I.) seem 

to involve a direct contradiction, which has been referred to difference of 40 

sources, 10 being possibly P and 11, JE (DILLM. KAUTZSCH). To avoid this RV. 

translates 7 the forefront of the land of Canaan, on the side that pertaineth to 
the Children of Israel/ Such an interpretation of 5», may be supported by the 

use of ox 51 in Ex. 28,37 &c., but the usage of 12y 58 is unfavorable to this 

view, and the rest of the chapter seems to assume that the altar is in Gilead. 45 

On the other hand, the story is not a combination of parallel narratives; but a 

very free composition from early material. The composition itself, too, has been 

worked over by later editors. Under the circumstances it seems scarcely likely 

that the author introduced unchanged into his work a glaring contradiction of 

his own statements in 11. Both 10.11 bear marks of expansion, @. g. '3 PASI WS 50 

in 10, and "'33 3p 5s or ’D pas 519 58 in 11. The difficulty has probably arisen 
through the insertion of '> po83 Wwk8 by a scribe or editor, mechanically annotat- 

ing the verse, without reference to its context. 
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. (14) 

(15) 
(15>) 
(18) 
(28) 

/ 

(29) 

(30, 

(34) 

(35) 

(46) 

(47) 

30 —=HSods8¢ Foshua s3<pSi-- 18, 16—19,47 

of the point reached and not merely of the direction, it seems better to consider 

the text corrupt, and correct conjecturally from 15,9. 

poy mypa, with 15,8, and © éx wepouc; ML pays. 

The suffix of tmx¥in shows that D235 is a gloss; Q*ré emends by reading 

DANS. 

ssoyn, Orré TAapyT. 

) AL omy, through confusion with following ny. For mp nys3, GV reads xai 

modes Ka TapawOiapem, GA Tapaad Kal modAic¢ lap. 

mwy pais, © tpetc Kal déxKa. 

yaw, . 1 Chr. 4,28, and in some Heb. MSS; may be an accidental repetition of 

the yaw in yaw 183. Fourteen cities are enumerated, though the total named in 

6 is only 13. © has Lauaa (pnw), as in 15,26. 

poewvyy, (owe name) as 15,32; © Epeupwyv; Al por py (¢wo names). 

yom, with 1 Chr. 4,32, and 6 Oahxa. 

aw, S 20,al, 

6 Eoedexywra Leddoux, for Adps Ww sy originally ww? 

AL ayn yen, asnan pointed as Pual Part. and translated by RV. ¢hat stretch- 

eth unto, a unique and improbable phrase. 6 émi Peuuwva Auadap AoZa, a string 

of names equally out of place as denoting one or three cities. Al’s reading pro- 

bably arose from the text, by the misreading of the 7 with 1Nn\ and consequent 

changes. 

M8 after 203, unusual construction and wrong gender; no equivalent in 6, cf 16,6. 

AL psn. 
Here as elsewhere the lists of cities and descriptidns of borders are confused 

together, cf 27.28.30. 

mbx3, some Heb. MSS ndxv G lepaxw; S Pes. 

pn 0: 
Sap, with 6 laZnd; Al Adspaw, to connect with 5:23 understood as boundary. 

Way, with XY and some Heb. MSS, also 21,30; 1 Chr. 6,59; © EApwv, (G4 Axpay); 

M yay. 
MM (after mmm) reads ma"28 dann; G Kai aro AeB Kwai ExoZopB; S artsy flus wo; 
RV. dy the region of A.. RVM from Hebel to A., these, however, do not make 

good sense. DILLM. suggests that © read 35n, and compares 139n which is 

mentioned with Achzib in Jud. 1,31. Possibly 35m has no connection with 7, 

and simply begins the fragment of a list of cities, the ® being an attempt to 

connect with the preceding, so 7 in FANN. 
may, with Jud. 1,31; 6 MSS Axxw, Axxwp; GV ApxyoB; S and two Heb. MSS 

poy; Al my. 

6 omits 77.72 in (8). The clause is apparently an unintelligible gloss which has 
crept into the text. The context implies that the tribe of Judah is referred to, 

and this is geographically impossible. 

33 DMT Aap “yi; G Kai ai modes Terxyperg THY Tupiwy TUpoc, which is, of 

course, impossible, but the text is probably confused and amplified through the 

recurrent 18 and “3. 

41+ pin, after ppv, by accidental repetition; , 6. 
6 reads v. 48 immediately after v. 46, and combines with 47, Jud. 1, 34.35, with 

misreadings to the effect that /wdah conquered Lachish and called it 

Lasenndak. 

934, © kai €@Aiwav, 3 concluditur; \8* is translated by @diBw in Jud. 10,9 &c. 

DILLM. objects that 13° is usually followed by 5, but the construction here would 

be covered by the comparative use of }®. 4 838% gives no good sense. 

awd, so WELLH., lengthened form of w); Al nv. 

ife) 

15 

40 

45 

50 



15 

16 (2) 

(6) 

7 SAT) 

(11.12) 

(14-18) 

(14.16) 

(15) © 

(18) 

16 «(1 

(4) 

(9) 

(12.14.19) 

(15) 

15,30—18,15 SSE Foshua s3chebiz- 29 

Neh. 11,26.27: it follows that 28+ names in the other verses have been added 

from Neh. or from the source used by Neh. 

dyna, so 19,4; I Chr. 4,30 5s1n3; 6 Bordndr; AL Soo. 
yo Py, so 19,7; Neh. 11,29; G6 Epwuw8; Al pro yy. 

6 , ony. 5 

pind, with many Heb. MSS; Al pend. 
sny, 6 1l0ax, a similar uncertainty as to the reading of this name occurs in 

1 Sam. 30,30. In 19,7, however, both 4l and 6 have any. 

6 . mnbN, gives two forms of 3%28, and apparently also of Awsx ip, and counts 

ten cities instead of nine. 10 

A K*thib (an obvious slip) 51337. 
) 735, © Pevva. 

ot’, G Apicau. 

'n) pypn, inserted with G6 Oexw kai Eppada, atitn €oti BaOdeeu, Kai Oaywp Kai 

Aitav xai KovAov kai Tatau Kai Owns Kai Kapeu Kai Todkeu kai OeOnp Kai 15 

Mavoxw, toderg Evdexa Kai ai KWuct avTwWv. The forms of names, not found 

elsewhere can only be given as probable conjectures. This list is necessary for 

the sake of completeness; without it some of the most important cities of Judah 

are omitted. 

6 reads mn after bxn‘a in v. 1, and not after 58 n° in v. 2. 

AL mis 73), G6 mapedevoetar with no equivalent for the wis. The construction 

of 6> is awkward, and also suggests some corruption or omission. 

For o5w,...... ws, 6 reads Ankavad  €otlv Kata TPOOWTOV Viv Avad, an 2 

entirely different reading, of which no explanation has been given. 

M has ns wrnnd.....nwdw after mina) 9, and adds mdxn opm; nsi before 
387 ‘aw’ shows that the following words were originally governed by a transitive 

isos and the text has been rearranged to agree with the parallel passage Jud. 

27s 2oe 30 

= Amn pyda, and 73yn..... mnsa1 W-py ‘aw; S, on the other hand, Cae ns) 

mnigai 183. As the Endor clause does not occur in Jud. 1,27, and Endor is 

about 25 miles east of Dor, the clause is probably due to accidental repetition of 

the Dor clause. 

Probably introductory to an account of the settlement of the East Manasseh, of 35 
notes on English translation. 

m3, with 17; 18,5; 1 "33; © read °33 in 17; 18,5 also. 

iB, its position also suggests that it is a gloss. At the same time the clause 

might be omitted through a confusion of D851 with oMDs, and of pasa with px. 

wi 

5 ) G , (@). 40 

Originally prefixed to 14,1 as P’s heading to the account of the division. 

© , ()- 
6 inserts kai tdooav avery after YINI, Ze. MSM, cf 2,1: PINTATAN 8. HOLLEN- 
BERG regards this reading as probably original. 45 

isa; Hif. as in 6, so © (kai HveyKav); and HOLLENBERG and DILLM. Al Qal, 

IS". 

6 . n>bw mann 5s. 
4 Kthib mm. 

Sys, with v. 14 and 6; Al op’. 50 

'31 5yaam, assimilated to 15,9; © dpia cig Tacew (GA Tarv); A X31 mer Sym (8B); 

6 apparently read Taceww for 83, and omitted m>*. The context does not allow us 

to translate nm Zo the sea, and as 8¥* is used in these sections with a specification 



28 See Joshua +<peSie- 13,4—15,28 

13 (4) A jenn: DNym, with pra Ar after oypn, but G éx Oamav Kai; the districts men- 

14 

15 

(4.5) 

(7) 

(14) 

tioned before are southern and those mentioned in 4-6 are northern. 

mays ty}, so DILLM., as suggested by © évavtiov FdZng = my 733, and =(or read 

by mistake from) the text. This connection is doubtful, but the context requires 

a landmark, and 4y would easily drop out through confusion with y. 

But for geographical and paleeographical difficulties, I should prefer another 

emendation. The 1y following and the parallel clauses with 4y.......J® suggest 

that the ® of MAys=jy». I would, therefore, read WN», from Arvad that belongs 

to the Sidonians. Arvad was according to Strabo a colony of Sidon. If read, 

yin as the northern extremity, would stand in opposition to }m'n»; and this 
would agree with the mention of Riblah in Num. 34,11 as the northern limit of 

the promised land. 

a (2), 6 TW Auoppaiwv: Kal taoav Thy yijv Fakia® Pudiotiew. The article be- 

fore p48 points to an interpolation. So KAUTZSCH with DILLM. 
The connection of Reuben and Gad with West Manasseh is due to corruption of the 

text, probably to an omission. 6 (after Mavaoon,) do tod *lopddvou Ewes Tis 

Bakdoons Tig uepaANS KaTa SuGUads AAlov dWoeig avTHV’  OdAaooa A MEyaAN 

dprei. Staic (GA d€ dUo) Pudraics Kai TH hutoer puAfig Mavacon, (tH Poufsyny &c.). 

HOLLENBERG is inclined to accept this as original and ascribe the omission to 

homceoteleuton; against which view DILLM. adduces the position of tH Poufny 

Kai TH Toad, (EOwKev Mwuofc). In any case the difficulty will be due to the 

omission by homeeoteleuton of a clause ending in 7w39n way ‘sn. 

6 , (a), note the following sin and cf Deut. 10,9; 18,2. 

‘31 m5 inserted with 6 Kai otTo¢c 6 KaTauepiouds Ov KaTEUepigev Mwuof|s Tois 

viois lopand év Apapwe Mwap év tH tépav tod “lopddvou Kata leperxw; cf 33; 

14,1; 19,51 which have been followed in reconstructing the Heb.; in the open- 

ing words the plural has been used as in 19,51 instead of the singular of 6; 

KatauepiZw translates 53m in Lev. 25,46; Num. 32,18; Deut. 19,3, and trans- 

lates 5n3 in Num. 34,29. 
(26) 1295, GV Aapwv, GA Aageip. 

(29) 
(31) 

(33) 

(2) 

G . WwII TM. 
After second 3» 6+ vioilg Mavacon, which HOLLENBERG regards as original. 

KUENEN suggests that 6 read originally viod M.; but is not the addition merely 

borrowed from the previous clause? 

Omit (a) with 6. 

5313, as Num. 26,55; so KAUTZSCH and DILLM.; Al 9712. 
mvp, G Inoov. 

nywnd, some Heb. MSS with ST insert nnd before this, as in Num. 34, 13. 

G , mT... {3 >. 
Sy OINT, G untpdtodrs. 

4 K*thib mn. 
poyn m5, G emi TO TeTaptov Tic Pdpayyog Axwp (pry nya). 

yw, © Aooup. 

mnsw, © Loxxw. 

my ry, G Apounr; 4 AIp ty. 

6 . ANI VSM. 

ops, © Inv. 

mn, 6 cai ai kWuar avtTwWv; HH ANI, As ANIA is not an ordinary P term 

(cf. 45-47), and in 32 the number of cities is given as twenty-nine, while thirty-six 

have been enumerated; and as finally four of the names in 26-28 are found in 

10 

ur 

LoS) ur 

40 

50 



to “I 

g,I—12,2 HS Joshua o<d-SH- 27 

6 places before 8,30. 
6+7TWv Auoppaiwv as in 5,1. 

yyy, with most Versions and editors; #l Hs". 

#1 Kethib eR; WN, Ofré with € and some Heb. MSS, cf *a7p and nM. 

wan, G oi Gpxovtec, a correction to harmonize with 15 &c., so DILLM.; HOLLEN- 5 

BERG, however, wishes to accept the 6 reading. 

G , (a). 
ym, following 6; Al 4%. The Al text is clearly corrupt; probably the 1m should 

be omitted as an accidental repetition of the 17. 
mayne. wyn, with GM Kai emoinoay maoa h ouvaywyn, aud SWETE, 7. 7.— Al. 10 

S inserts Lasoad fso,s L320) instead of the above phrase. The omission by #t 

was due to homeeoteleuton of mynndo. 

6 +d1a todto €yévovto ot KaToMKodvTEs Tapawv EvAoKdtror kai VdpoMopor. 

pis, 6 throughout PeZex, as in Jud. 1,5-7; apparently through a mistaken con- 15 

nection of Adonizedek with Bezek in 1,5. 

G , payp3 wi and sya yp MOY NNT D1. 
(3) am sn, 6 Ehau (cf 33); BSW, G hidwy; pay, G OdoddAau (throughout). 

) puns, 6 Opwvry, z. e. DIN. 
)G Ww... ABN. NT ROT. 20 

6, to avoid the discrepancy with 21; cf 43. 

AL oS2 pnp ww aww, » Ww fone due to an accidental repetition of aw; 

the other modifications having been introduced to complete the sense. 

wx, with KAurzscH, DILLM.; Al wsd, the 5 being an accidental repetition of 

the preceding 5(s1w). 25 

: p (a) 

pn 8): 
. MTN. 

mms, with some Heb. MSS and €; #l oni; HIS 
nin, © Edau, cf 3. 30 

G . Amy 92 ney 7299 ne. 
6 : 

“A 

AM Psp, G cata DdwWva (j3") thy meyadny. 
3) mas; #1, MDS. 35 

After p73 6 + év Ti Opeiva) (173), which might either be omitted or added through 

its similarity to O73. 

6 ee moaman. 
, (@) and instead of 5x mown has obx édaBev, which HOLLENBERG regards 

as “original, but DILLM. points out that manda inpd implies A dwr. 40 

6, (8). 
eG pa a 
) 193, © Aoei. 

) In G6 simply Baowea Had. 45 

6 Paoréa Ome tij¢ Apwx (= Zapwy). 

G jin 75n, Paotkéa Acou. 
6 Baoréa Xuuowyv, Paciléa Maupwe. 

6 paoiréa Kadns, Pactléa Zaxax, Baoirlea Mapedwe. 

6G Paoiéa EXSwu tod Mevveddwp, Paoiiéa Teer tig Tadewaias. 50 

G eixoo. évved. 
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26 —oHSS8+ Foshua 2cbesite— 6,26—8,33 

(26) G . myn sap). 

(1) \2y, GS; Josephus, 1 Chr. 2,7 read 13y; as do G$ in 22,20. It is possible that 
j>y is a mere scribe’s error for 13y, which maintained itself because 25 seemed 

sufficiently accounted for as an etymology of Achor; but it is more probable (so 

DILLM.) that 25 has led to the assimilation of the name of the man to that of 
the valley. 

‘jar, 1 Chr. 2,6; 6 ZauBpu. 

(2) G6, ps m2. 

(5) om2wn, with ALS; but 6 (ouvetpiyav) ST oI awa. 

(17) nsw», with some MSS and 63; but Al nnsvn, an obvious confusion with the 

nnav immediately below. 

Al 325% against analogy of context. 
n'na>, with JS and some MSS, Ditto. &c.; #1 1295, (confusion with 18>), 

6 , 17> and 1nS-ns in 18; which HOLLENBERG (/Pvog7. 13) is inclined to follow. 

(19) 33, GS. 
(21) At K*thib mss. 

mnnn can only refer to the mantle, so that the wedge of gold is a fragment in- 

serted from the parallel account; O° 03m must originally have been in the 

fem. sing., the masc. plur. being due to the Redactor, cf 22. 
(23) 932; G “3pt (tTpeoButépouc) cf 6; Sr ff: 24. 

(24) As 5siv 521 is in opposition to ywim, the intervening list is clearly a redactional 

addition. 6 , (a) which from its place between Achan and his sons is clearly 

a still later correction. 

(25) 6 , from D°3383.,...159w; S , from D°3383,..9pp", both, however, are an attempt 

to simplify the passage, cf 6,3-6. 

(26) G , the first mm own oy. 

(3) o’wbw, as the number is unwieldy, some have proposed to read why. 
(6) nimspd 1303), 6. DILLM. and HOLLENBERG suggest that it is an accidental re- 

petition of the concluding phrase of 5. 

(7.8) 6 , from 53n3} to BN. 

(9) payn, cf 13, which is based on this verse; #l nyn which gives no good sense; 

6 , 9» and 13. 

(11) MM K*thib 13°. 
(12) +p, cf 9, Qtré, and €; At vyd with SJ; the text of 6 is much curtailed but 

appears to have read ‘y. 

(13) 6 ,as also 9b. 

jo" with 9, and some Heb. MSS; At 35" which DILLm. prefers as an intentional 

alteration of 9 by RD. 
(14) T05, cf. 7,5, the going down would naturally be before the Aa5y. Al syie> which 

makes no sense. Nor is it easy to understand how some omitted portion of the 

story (DILLMANN’s suggestion) could account for syi#. As the men of Ai were 

taken by surprise, what opportunity could there be for an appointed time or 

place? The present conjecture, however, is advanced with some hesitation. 

G may sad spi. 
(15>.167) , 6. 

(16) 4% K*thib Vy3, cf 12. 

(26) , 6. 
(30-35) 6 reads this section after 9,2. 

(33) www, TS, and some Heb. MSS; Al ony, with 6. 

6 , (a). 
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(2) 

(4.6) 

(6) 

(11.12) 

(13-15) 

(14) 

5,2—6,25 Hedi Foshua s3<heSo- 25 

mesw. ses. DY, G 3W (katoac) and , nsw. 
6 6001 mote eyévovto év TH 65M, Kai 6001 ToTE Atepituntor hoav twWv eFeAnhu- 

Bétwv €& AiyUTTOU, Stdvtag ToUTOUS TEpLeTEMEV “Indotc: TEOoEpdKOVTa ap Kai 

dvo ty aveotpartar lopand ev TH epryuw TH Madfpapettidr: © 816 of dtrepituntor 

joav ot tAEloTo. avUTWY TWVY UaxiuWwy TWV EZEAnAVOdTWY ex ‘tio AiyUTTOU, ot 

ameOyoavtes TWY EvTOAWYV Tov Be0d. HOLLENBERG (Progr. p. 18) remarks: 6 
enthalt einen ganz andern Text, vollig fehlt 46; 5 und 6 stehen beinahe in um- 

gekehrter Ordnung, anderes dagegen ist zugesetzt. Offenbar war an der sachlich 

schwierigen Stelle vielfach korrigirt worden, aber der © vorliegende Text macht 

die Sache nur noch dunkler. Fast scheint es, als 0b © hier nicht unversehrt ge- 

blicben tst, denn was wir jetzt lesen, tst geradezu unsinnig und voller Wider- 

spriiche. It is not certain that a Heb. text different from 4 underlies 6; the 

re-arrangement, omissions &c., seem due partly to an attempt to construct a single 
continuous account, out of the double statement in Al, and partly to the anxiety 

of the translators and copyists to get rid of the obscurity and confusion. These 
well-meant efforts have been worse than useless. It is quite probable that, as 
ALBERS suggests, there was a JE basis for these elaborate explanations, but if 

so it must have been as entirely different in substance from the present text, as 

the JE basis of c. 22 from its present form. 

135, 416, a reminiscence of Deut. 6,23 &c. Some Heb. MSS read ond, and J 

omits the clause. 

6 . mDan nanp, and ninbs; J follows 6 except that the first nin»S is represent- 

ed by de altero. If read, the second nin will still be a gloss referring and 
equivalent to the first. DILLM., however, understands it to mean a day later 

than the morrow, (cf. 11). 
JE with ALBERS, DILLM. DRIVER, ADDIS; WELLH. somewhat doubtful; KUENEN, 

Introd. § 13, note 21: “min’ 8338 is late (yw 103,21; 148,2; cf 1 K. 22,19), and 

hence it would seem to follow that the idea of a captain of that host must be 
late too. It has no real parallel either in Ezekiel or in Zech. 1—8, but only in 
Dan. 10,12 segg. We cannot be accused of rashness, then, in placing Josh. 5, 

13-15 among the later pericopes.” It is, however, difficult to understand why a 

late writer should have composed this section; and why, if it is a late addition, 

we have only a disconnected fragment. Probably with ADDIS (Doc. of Hex. i, 

207) the late phrases are due to an editor. Possibly this theophany originally 

introduced the account of the institution of circumcision by Joshua, and it re- 

ceived its present form, when it was transferred to its present position. 
x5, 6S; some MSS %. 

6 (3-6) 6 omits a large portion of these verses, probably because here as elsewhere, it 

(7) 

(8) 

carries the harmonizing and simplifying (?) work of the Redactors a stage 

further. 

Tax, Orré, JSC; Al, and apparently G6 (mapayyeikate= HN); read WN, which, 

however, is quite incompatible with the context. 

M-+-oyn Os yw apx> 74, and reads may for May. The text adopted follows 

6. Ml has turned a part of the instructions into a narrative of facts; but in both 
J and E it is too early for the actual movement to begin. Probably ay was 

read for 113y* by accidental omission of *, and the initial clause was inserted as 

a gloss to restore the sense. 

mnKann *> to end, G ,; cf 25. 

wenn, with HOLLENBERG, DILLM. ADDIS, 6 évOuunOevtec, cf 7,21. Al win. 
ma. GIS, as in 19. 

p2xp, only elsewhere of the spies in 178 (, 6). Here 6 has kataoxoteboavtas 

=n" as generally. HOLLENBERG would follow 6. 
Josh. 4 
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@1) 

24 —teGoeee Fowhua +2cpessio~ 1,13—5,1! 

M jn2). It is better to have either two perfects or two participles. KAUTZSCH 

translates two perfects with © Katémavoev Und Kai edwKev, and J dedit vobis 

requiem, et oninem terram. But these versions may simply have translated ac- 
cording to the general sense and not have read man, 

Omit (6) with 6 (ALBERS, KAUTZSCH, DILLM.). 

4 1358}. Singular suffixes are not uncommonly used in reference to a collective 

plural, e.g. Israelites, but this reference to ‘sw is very difficult. J abscondit 

without an object, points to a reading }P3n}; and 6 expuwev avtov< would be a 

natural rendering of the same reading; from which the # reading arose by the 

accidental repetition of the } of the following ‘»xni. 

6 i ij bleby shh 

6 . nes ns *> nnn. 
6 ,. The words, as they stand, seem to be two independent glosses inserted to 

explain how they could get out of the city. When the walls fall in c. 6, we are 

not told how Rahab’s house was preserved. On the other hand this would 

account for the omission of the words by 6, so that the two clauses may result 

from combining two sources. 

6 . 125% to end. When 21 was omitted, 125% would disappear before the 125" of 
v. 22. DILLM. suggests that it was too soon to put the cord in the window, but 
the recurring 135% sufficiently accounts for the various reading. 

The article in }87 shows that n™37 is redactional. 

D7 with 6; Al. ; I cugressisgue ets Jordanem. Possibly {187 ‘Kwa should be 

omitted altogether. Elsewhere in this narrative the priests are always mentioned 

as the bearers of the ark, and the occurrence of the phrase without the priests 

seems improbable; nor is it likely that there was a form of the story in which 

the ark appeared without any priests. 

4 K°thib paxa, Q&ré ntN; G for DIN TkB PMT: apeotnKdc UaKpav opodpa 

opodptwc, reading 38 Ik pms, and carrying on the last D to the following Vyn. 

2: do Adou. Both the name Adam and the description of it as fhe city are 

suspicious. The original reading was not improbably: '2} Vy IN paw, 

(8) ypwim, 6 Kupiog TW “Inoot, a combination of the readings yen and mm, which 

(10) 

(21) 
(24) 

(1) 

some 6 MSS supplement by adding 6 6¢éc. 

Omit (a) with 6, like the preceding words from on 4y to nym, this is a somewhat 

mechanical gloss. ALBERS’ translation é¢s vollendet waren die Worte die Josua 

auf Befehl Jahves zu dem Volke redete, necessitates a very extensive re-arrange- 
ment of the different sections of the narrative. The redactor may have trans- 

posed his material to the extent ALBERS supposes, but if he did, the restoration 

of the original cannot be accomplished with any certainty. 
pn27, 6 oi Ato. 

# nvyn, a P term, which must be due to a scribe’s mistake; 6M* as text THS 

diaOyKns; GY has the conflate reading Tig diaOyKns Tod paptupiov. 

Often ascribed to RP or D?, but a Deuteronomistic writer would not go out of 

his way to emphasize the sanctuary at Gilgal. On the other hand, the account 

of these twelve stones is finished in v. 8; but RJE having expanded the narrative 
by sections from J, feels it necessary to repeat and amplify the account of the 
twelve stones. 

onias, 6 vudc. 

M pnxt, an impossible construction after yn). 

nay, QOfré and many MSS; also 63. 
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1,2—1,7 HSS Joshua +2<ebie- 23 

*P in ce. 12-22. 

The constant use of the perfect with 1 (Vapi; 88" &c.) is a little suspicious. 
It is characteristic of these chapters both in P and JE; as are also most of the 

terms used in describing the boundary lines. These facts suggest a closer connec- 

tion between P and JE here than elsewhere, possibly a use of JE by P rather 5 

than a combination of JE with P by RP. The obvious mutilations of the lists of 

cities in the Northern tribes, 19,5.30.38, might be due to the altered circum- 

stances of the Jews of the Restoration. The original lists gave the cities occu- 

pied by the Israelites before the Captivity; when P or RP edited Joshua, the 

cities which were formerly Israelite but did not come into the possession of the 10 
restored Jews, were omitted. 

Suspicions roused by the use of the perfect with 1 are strengthened by the 

occurrence in 15,3 of the clause 233 5ya) nd my At, «~The use of a perfect may 

be explained as due to the late authorship of the sections, or as a frequentative 

usage expressing what is continuously true; but the 0), if original, suggests an- 15 
other explanation. 

In Ex. 25—31 instructions are given to Moses for the building of the Taber- 

nacle &c.; in Ex. 35—40 we are told how these instructions were carried out, 

the narrative being repeated verbatim from the instructions, with the simple 

substitution of past tenses for future. In the instructions the perfect with } is 20 

regularly used to express a command; in 35—40 these perfects are regularly 

changed into imperfects with 1} consecutive. In 36,29.30 (based on 26,24.25) 

the perfects of the instructions are by an oversight copied into the narrative 

without correction. 

May not the tenses in Joshua and the form of the clause in 15,3 have a 25 

similar explanation? The account of the boundaries was given originally in the 

form of instructions from JHVH to Joshua, or from Joshua to the people. Our 

present account was adapted from the original as Ex. 35—40 was from Ex. 25—31, 

but the editor, who made this adaption in Joshua, wrote when the classical idiom 

of the perfect with 1 was neglected and did not feel it necessary to alter these 30 

tenses. The supposition that these perfects are frequentative is rendered im- 

probable by the fact that they are constantly connected with imperfects with } 

consecutive (15 ,2.3 yi... 1"). 

If this view were adopted 15,3 would, like Ex. 36,29.30, be a clause left 

by inadvertence in its original form; and the frequent variations of K°thib and 35 

Q*ré between AM) and 3) might also be traces of the process of adaptation. 

BB 

(2) Omit (a4) with 6, ALBERS, DILLM. and KAuTzscH. In this and other cases 4o 

glosses &c. not found in 6 are probably glosses later than the MSS from which 

© was translated and, therefore, better treated as variations of the text. There 

is no real difference between late modifications of the text and glosses; authorities, 

therefore, do not clearly distinguish them, and it may be understood that when 

authorities are quoted in support of an omission, such quotations include cases 45 
where they treat the words as a gloss. 

(4) Omit (B) with 6 (ALBERS, DILLM. KAUTZSCH). Interrupts the connection between 

the first and second “y\. The use of /Zr¢¢?tes for Canaanites generally is very 

unusual, only Ez. 16,3.45. 

(7) Omit (7) with 6 (DILLM.). Note 136 with masc. suffix, 59 



«a Critical Motes on Zowhua co 

MONGST recent work on the analysis of the Book of Joshua, attention 

ees be called to the analysis given in DRIVER’s /ntroduction to the O. T.; 

in W. E. ADDIS, Documents of the Hexateuch, Voi. i (London, 1892); and in 

E. ALBERS’ Die Ouellenberichte in Josua t—xiti (Bonn, 1891). 

With the exception of c. 24 and fragments directly connecting with Jud. 1, 

ADDIS does not separate J and E in Jud.; on the other hand careful attention 

has been given to the removal of RP additions, and ADDIS definitely assigns 

19, 12,87.9. 108, 15.174. 25.26%. 32.35-37.40-46 to JE. He also gives to JE sections 

usually held to be RP possibly on a JE basis, vzz. 5,1; 10, 28-31.33.34. 36-39. 

43. On this latter point there is little real difference between the two positions. 

DRIVER indeed separates JE into two parallel narratives in cc. 3 and 4, 

but does not determine which is J, and which E; c. 24 is ascribed to E; other- 

wise JE is not analyzed into J and E. The strata of RP are not distinguished. 

ALBERS on the other hand carries the analysis not only of J and E, but 

also of J’ and J?, Et and E? into minute detail, leaving very little JE not divid- 

ed up. He has recourse to equally minute and also to very extensive trans- 

positions of clauses and paragraphs of the text. Like ADDIS he is inclined to 

enrich E at the expense of RP. This minute work is based upon very careful 

investigation and ingenious reasoning and in many respects makes a very valu- 
able contribution to the analysis of JE in Joshua; but the data do not admit of 

the exact and complete analysis which ALBERS obtains. 
A special feature of ALBERS’ work is the analysis of RP into D#: the 

author of Deut. 1—3; 31, 1-8, and D?: the author of Deut. 4. 29.30. D*is anxious 

to emphasize the fact that Joshua was the fully accredited successor of Moses; 

D> dwells upon his exact observance of the Law. ALBERS refers to D*: 1,3 

Q. 12-172. 187; 3,7; 4,14; 6,27; 8, 12%. 1887; 10,8.25; — and to D>: 1,7.8.17>. 
185; 2,9b-11.24; 4,21-24; 6,18; 7,12>.14.15.24.25>.2628; 8,28. 2428.27.30-35; 

9,9>.10.24.278; 10,188. 40-42; 12, 1-6.7b.8>, 
The presence of more than one Deuteronomistic hand in Joshua is very 

probable, but this or any other analysis of the RP sections between two or more 
Redactors has not yet been sufficiently tested to be regarded as established. 
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24,18 —33 OHS YW) $8creSHo 2 

24 593) A DoH ws TIA Sas yews OSA mba AANA AS apd 
18 PART QWY MONT AST DMPA FD NX TT wry spa IPA WwIsy Ws DPN 
19 §D nym ON pen Ops SISOS SIT CD A AS Toys MMos BI ED 

psyye> xbe ND ONIN Siap ON NIT DwSp ooS ‘DAD AN Toy> yd21n 
Mba) o> yoay sey 422 SAPS ANISy) AA AN yan °D spo ninwnds 5 

ar Tayo mm ms oD 8d perm Ss pyn qoxy sooo oe wk Ans DONS 
22 Joy> myn ms O55 onqna OAS % Hoa OAs oy opm Os perm aN 
23 Mim Os pad AS yr) BID PS WS WIT ADS AS YOR ANY sins 
24 spinwa Yypay Taya wns mA AS perm Sy cyn pon 25: a 

26.n> SAD) sOwWa Maw. pry) ORM AINA pra oyd> mss yey my re) 
ANN DY Np) ANTI JSS APY OSS ANN OS SSA ONT AN pew 

27 TYAN ANT JAN AA py OD Os pera SPR Em wpa wR ASSA 
MoyS DID ANA ay IST Ws Am “ps SD AR Ape xt oo mpd yo 

28 PINON? WN DYA AS yer ndeey spo nos3 pwns yp 
29 WY) AND JD AP Tay 3 JQ pws apy ASONA OMIA AR CA 15 
b AM? PSO OMEN WD WS AID Maen. wndma Syaya wns WpPN saw 
oA bin} hs ahah ie wry Nyy) wy 

u 

Ss 

32 ApeNa HWA Map onsen Owe 92 pT AW AY AMY ANY 
FovS> <M AM WP AND OD DR WaN “32 ANH Spy AP WH AW 20 

33 (A319 JAI AWN 1D ONIN AYIIA INS MAP AD pT JB ydsr sons} 
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20 oh Sodee YWT shspeSHoe— 23,7—24,17 

Io 3 

15 : 

20 2m es 

TiN) —_ “ayN OMAN AS OD SN AS Re Ss pbs SH 73 
Spy" FS pms’? JAN) ¢PMS* AN 32 FNRI YA AN IS) 3d PIS 723 IIS 

MIS AVA yw IT ns wy jnsiwy ni 
sns} s1p2 wy WHS sc Vas Db AS AN) JINN AS) Tw AS 

25 “SNS OM3) IWIN AT ISSA) OSD OSI AS SSN) SODAS CANS 
pay ops Say ov ma Ss ys eo Oo OVA 3d oD MNAS 
DMSPS CNwWY WW AN DY AN ABD os AS yoy Noy onsen 
JNA YD Se MONT pos O8 OMS ANNAN) ¢O°D7 BvD" TIA Taw 
PID OPN PODAH OTAYN DIN MR WAN) ITD ONIN JAS) OSNS Ny 

30 #ASAN D5pd ya ya aydad spy nowy Ssnwea ond agi Joa Ney 43 
AS MDM) sy IAS SN} BIAS JS TI |yoad yowd sma 01 

In ya O33 Ve ganas IwaM FTA 

358 

YO BN) AIT AS YOY) OSM) WA aya ps3 ay WS ods ns 
WS DON MS OX PPR ‘AS ont o> MN. AA AS Tay? pays 
ovate ONS WN “WAT TOS AS DN) WT IDyD WwW BMAX way 

40 ST AS TPS UPD) WNT BSN. 
mim od sons ods soy> mim ns sty wo o>drn ses ayn yy 
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22,14—23,6 —OHG9CSES YWYT $3SheSHo-— 19 

yA WYOS JO OAD. AS Sydan pas Ox AWS BS Sn SRT 95 ON 
wast Osteen 595 as nad Ink NWO SHS Nw Dy OSS Tey 
SQ) 72 192 SN) JANN ID SS usa sdstwe cpoyo mpm OMSs AS wt 
MA TY FDR AD EWR? DAN AT yds paw Os Ava se sn 
oDna2 A “nse ayn awd Syren saosa ondyn saws mn Span ap 
IAT ND AWN NYS pW AS WS pA sma on potad naw o> 
TPA) AY AR ONT SRA OAT ET SYS AS ANT ONT op ae 
POS ANID OS JAY Ap? Bsnee ty So Os ony mM. AT SN OAS 
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Asp mt Syne nny do Oy. pina Sym Syp mmr ja joy sir sisnds 
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18 OHSS YW) $9SPeBx0- 21,27—22,13 

Moo Mo “snp oN nhawas pwr sao) sayiman nap 3a nnawnd 21,27 
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20, 1—21,26 1oES9SSS PWT 23speBo- 17 

28 sy ms ood yn wwsxd Snes Ss oot steed pes Os min aot 
Mowa WS TDD MyM mw pw) saw Ta pos MDT Wwe popan 
woop MS wapy s7pawnd moym p> ty sp Broom Oske wopA? ooo ym 
STP TD IN NT Yas AMP AN) DMS 72 Dpw As one sma daa 
Syd. MONT AND JS Awe Wes IDIeD Ta Ms wns Apryd ayn 
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a Erpfanation of Be Cofors -e»- 

HE combination of ved and d/we: PURPLE (e. g. 2,1-9) indicates the 

composite document (JE) commonly known as the Prophetic Narrative 
of the Hexateuch, compiled by an editor or redactor (RJE) about 640 from 

two independent sources: v7z. (1) the Judaic document (J) whose various 

strata seem to have originated in the Southern Kingdom after 850 B. C., 

and (2) the Ephraimitic document (E), written by a native of the Northern 

Kingdom about 750 B. C. The older strata of J (J‘, about 850 B. C.) are printed 

in DARK RED (@. g. 10, 12.13), and the later strata (J*) in LIGHT RED (e. g. 2, 

12-14); in the same way the older strata of E (E, about 750) are printed in 

DARK BLUE (¢. g. 6,5), and the later strata (E?, about 650) in LIGHT BLUE 

(@. g. I,1.2). GREEN (¢. g. 1,3-9) is used for the Deuteronomistic expansions 

(D?) which were added to JE during the second half of the Exile (560—540), 
while BROWN (¢. g. 9, 17-21) marks later strata (440-400) of the Priestly Code (P), 

the main body of which (compiled in Babylonia about 500 B. C.) is printed black 

without any additional coloring. In the passages printed at the bottom of the 
pages (e. g. pp. 1.2) the colors do not indicate the source from which these 

45 

55 

glosses are derived, but simply call attention to the sections to which they were 60 
added. Overlined passages represent redactional additions. The arguments for 
these distinctions are given in the introductory remarks prefixed to the explanatory 
notes on the English translation of the book. 
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+ Professor A. Kuenen who had agreed to do the book died December ioth 1891, 
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